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Literary Places - Sarah Baxter 2019-03-05
Inspired Traveller’s Guides: Literary Places
takes you on an enlightening journey through
the key locations of literature’s best and
brightest authors, movements and moments –
brought to life through comprehensively
researched text and stunning hand-drawn
artwork. Travel journalist Sarah Baxter provides
comprehensive and atmospheric outlines of the
history and culture of 25 literary places around
the globe, as well as how they intersect with the
lives of the authors and the works that make
them significant. Full-page colour illustrations
instantly transport you to each location. You’ll
find that these places are not just backdrops to
the tales told, but characters in their own right.
Travel to the sun-scorched plains of Don
Quixote’s La Mancha, roam the wild Yorkshire
moors with Cathy and Heathcliff or view Central
Park through the eyes of J.D. Salinger’s antihero.
Explore the lush and languid backwaters of
Arundhati Roy’s Kerala, the imposing precipice
of Joan Lindsay’s Hanging Rock and the
labyrinthine streets and sewers of Victor Hugo’s
Paris. Featured locations: Paris, Les Miserables
Dublin, Ulysses Florence, A Room with a View
Naples, My Brilliant Friend Berlin, Berlin
Alexanderplatz Nordland, Growth of the Soil St
Petersburg, Crime and Punishment Sierra de
Guadarrama, For Whom the Bell Tolls La
Mancha, Don Quixote Davos, The Magic
Mountain Bath, Northanger Abbey and
Persuasion London, Oliver Twist Yorkshire
Moors, Wuthering Heights Cairo, Palace Walk
Soweto, Burger's Daughter Kerala, The God of
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Small Things Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City), The
Quiet American Kabul, The Kite Runner Hanging
Rock, Picnic at Hanging Rock New York, The
Catcher in the Rye Monterey, Cannery Row
Mississippi River, Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn Monroeville, To Kill a Mockingbird
Cartagena, Love in the Time of Cholera Chile,
The House of the Spirits Delve into this book to
discover some of the world’s most fascinating
literary places and the novels that celebrate
them. Each book in the Inspired Traveller's
Guides series offers readers a fascinating,
informative and charmingly illustrated guide to
must-visit destinations round the globe. Also
from this series, explore intriguing: Artistic
Places (March 2021), Spiritual Places, Hidden
Places and Mystical Places.
Sailing by Starlight - Alex Capus 2013-09-10
Capus takes us on an exploratory journey via the
loss of a Spanish vessel laden with gold and
jewels in the South Seas, the burial of treasure,
an ancient map, and a long and dangerous
voyage across the Pacific, to prove that Robert
Louis Stevenson's "treasure island" actually
exists; and that it exists in a place quite different
from where hordes of treasure-hunters have
been seeking it for generations. In fact, he
posits, it was for this reason alone that
Stevenson spent the last five years of his life in
Samoa. On a long trip round the Pacific islands
with the idea of writing articles for American
periodicals, Stevenson, travelling with his
beloved wife, Fanny, and stepson Lloyd
Osbourne, had no notion of stopping at Samoa
when their ship made landfall in December
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1889. Yet, only six weeks later, at the age of 39,
he would invest all his available assets in a patch
of impenetrable jungle and spend the rest of his
life there. This book traces what led Stevenson
to Samoa and the origins of his famous story.
For facing him from this unlikely spot was
another island – a conical isle, Tafahi, where
legends abound, and it was, Capus suggests, this
isle that would cause him to change the course
of his life.
Outcast - Inge Deutschkron 2017-07-25
In 1933, when she is ten, Berliner Inge
Deutschkron learns that she is a Jew. At first her
family is at greater risk for their leftist politics
than because they are Jews. Her father flees to
England; Inge and her mother hide in plain sight
as non-Jews, dependent on the underground
network for their survival, in constant danger of
discovery or betrayal. Otto Weidt employed Inge
in the office of his workshop for the blind.
Toward the end of the war, Inge and her mother
manage to leave Berlin, and eventually emigrate
to England. Inge Deutschkron became an Israeli
citizen and an editor of Maariv. "One of the
greatest successes of German memoir literature"
- Andreas Platthaus, Frankfurter Allgemeine ..".
invaluable as testimony of the war years of one
of Berlin's 12,000 surviving Jews." - Kirkus
Reviews "[A] simple and charming memoir by a
Jewish woman of how she survived as a girl in
her late teens in wartime Berlin...
Unsentimental, resilient and aware that luck can
make all the difference, Inge Deutschkron... has
remained a true Berliner." - Istvan Deak, The
New York Review of Books
Dogs For Dummies - Gina Spadafori
2019-06-25
It's a "doggy-dog" world, and this easy-to-use
guide will help you navigate it. These days,
people's dogs have become bona fide members
of the family. Moving from the kennel to the
couch, they share our beds, family rooms, and
holidays; and they are recipients of our kindest
and utmost concern. A pet partnership is a
lifetime commitment. Do it right, and your dog
will become an important and valuable part of
the family for many years. Do it wrong, and
you've broken a sacred covenant between
humankind and another living being. Dogs For
Dummies, 2nd Edition, is for you if you are
looking to adopt a dog, trying to improve the
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relationship with the one you have, or
attempting to come up with fun things to do with
your canine companion. This book is also for
people who want to Choose the right
veterinarian Explore the dog-breeding business
Find breed-rescue groups Identify canine health
problems Look for a purebred Improve your
chances at pet success by knowing how to raise
and live with your dog properly. Discover which
breed best suits your lifestyle, and if a puppy or
adult dog is best for you. Dogs For Dummies,
2nd Edition, also covers the following topics and
more: Caring for an aging dog Choosing collars,
harnesses, halters, and leashes Considering
euthanasia Feeding Fido the right way House
training puppies and adult dogs Keeping up
appearances with good grooming Participating
in canine competitions Preparing your dog for a
disaster Traveling with your dog Award-winning
author Gina Spadafori says the lack of accurate
information — not the lack of effort or concern
— is often the reason for doomed people-pet
pairings. With her help, you can avoid the agony.
Dogs For Dummies, 2nd Edition, is full of useful
tips, how-to advice, illustrations, and
photographs (both color and black-and-white).
You deserve a healthy, happy, and wellmannered canine companion; and you'll be the
owner every pet wants and deserves —
informed, responsible, and loving. P.S. If you
think this book seems familiar, you’re probably
right. The Dummies team updated the cover and
design to give the book a fresh feel, but the
content is the same as the previous release of
Dogs For Dummies (9780764552748). The book
you see here shouldn’t be considered a new or
updated product. But if you’re in the mood to
learn something new, check out some of our
other books. We’re always writing about new
topics!
The Overnight - Ramsey Campbell 2006-04-04
Overseeing his reluctant staff during an
overnight inventory, Woody, an American
manager of a British bookstore, works everyone
to their limits to prove himself to his superiors
but finds the job compromised by a series of
bizarre events, including an employee's
spontaneous illiteracy and another worker's
death in a hit-and-run accident. Reprint.
Only Child - Rhiannon Navin 2019-02-05
International Bestseller “Emotional . . . sinks its
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hooks into you from the very first sentence.”
—Marie Claire “Perfect for fans of Room, this
heartbreaking but important novel . . . reminds
readers that hope can be found in even the
darkest moments.” —Real Simple First grader
Zach Taylor is in his classroom when a gunman
enters the school auditorium and the
unthinkable happens, irrevocably changing the
very fabric of this close-knit community. While
Zach's mother pursues a quest for justice, and
Zach’s father retreats into his work, Zach finds
solace in the healing world of books and art.
Armed with his new insights, and the optimism
and stubbornness only a child could have, Zach
becomes determined to help the adults in his life
rediscover the universal truths of love and
compassion they need to pull them through their
darkest hour. A dazzling, tenderhearted debut
about healing, family, and the exquisite wisdom
of children, narrated by a six-year-old boy who
reminds us that sometimes the littlest bodies
hold the biggest hearts, and the quietest voices
speak the loudest.
A Multitude of Sins - Richard Ford 2010-09-03
Only a storyteller as agile as Richard Ford could
produce stories so rich and diverse on a single
grand theme -- love, intimacy and their dramatic
failures. With felicity, humour, insight and
painful candour, A Multitude of Sins exposes our
failure to be sincere, empathetic, patient,
honest, passionate -- ultimately, to be loving -- to
those we desire or should merely care for. In this
fine collection, human relations, indeed our
entire sense of right and wrong, are put into
vivid and unforgettable play.
Me and Mr. Booker - Cory Taylor 2012-12-25
When 16-year-old Martha starts a relationship
with an older man, she doesn't count on the
consequences that she brings down upon
herself. Original.
Soldaten - On Fighting, Killing and Dying Sonke Neitzel 2012-09-25
In November 2001, as the world still reeled from
the attack on the Twin Towers, German historian
Sonke Neitzel discovered an extraordinary cache
of documents from the Second World War. The
documents were the transcripts of German
prisoners of war talking among themselves in
prisoner of war camps, and secretly recorded by
the allies. In these apparently private
conversations the soldiers talked freely and
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openly about their hopes and fears, their
concerns and their day-to-day lives. With a
banality and ease which to the modern reader
can appear shocking, they also talked about the
horrors of war -- about rape, death and killing.
Sonke Neitzel shared the material with
renowned and bestselling psychologist Harald
Wezler and they set about trying to make sense
of the vast piles of documents, the hours of
transcripts. The result is SOLDATEN, a
landmark book which will change the way we
look at soldiers and war, and is as relevant to
our modern conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan as
it was to the soldiers of the German Army in
1945. Published to huge acclaim and controversy
in Germany it was a number one bestseller there
and reignited the debate about the banality of
evil under the Nazi regime.
A Short History of Humanity - Johannes
Krause 2021-04-08
The Hollow Land - Jane Gardam 2015-01-06
The barren, beautiful Cumbrian fells provide the
bewitching setting for the adventures of Bell and
Harry, two children who find enchanting wonder
at every turn, as they explore THE HOLLOW
LAND. Everyday challenges give a daring edge
to this rural work and play. There are ancient
mysteries to explore and uncover, like the case
of the Egg Witch, and everyone is curious about
the Household Name, a wildly famous Londoner
moving in to the jewel of the territory, Light
Trees Farm. With painterly ease, Jane Gardam’s
stories fly with a marvelous spirit that will
delight readers of all ages!
Not Forgetting the Whale - John Ironmonger
2015-02-10
When a young man washes up, naked, on the
sands of St Piran, he is quickly rescued by the
villagers. From the retired village doctor and the
schoolteacher, to the beachcomber and the
owner of the local bar, the priest's wife and the
romantic novelist, they take this lost soul into
their midst. But what the villagers don't know is
that Joe Haak worked as an analyst and has fled
the City amid fears of a worldwide banking
collapse caused by a computer program he
invented. But is the end of the world really nigh?
And what of the whale that lurks in the bay?
Intimate, funny and deeply moving, Not
Forgetting the Whaleis the story of a man on a
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journey to find a place he can call home.
Revolver Road - Christi Daugherty 2020-03-10
Crime reporter Harper McClain is back on the
beat when a troubled musician vanishes in
Christi Daugherty’s Revolver Road. Even in the
chill of February, no place touches Harper
McClain’s heart like Savannah. She should be
walking beneath the historic city’s towering
oaks, surrounded by graceful mansions. Instead,
she’s hiding miles away on Tybee Island after a
mysterious voice on the phone warned her that
someone wanted her dead. The call was too
specific to ignore. The caller knew everything
about her. But that was months ago, and she’s
getting tired of being scared. Her only escape is
her work at the newspaper, where the hottest
story in town is the disappearance of Xavier
Rayne. The singer had a hit album on his hands,
and was about to go on tour, but then he walked
out of his beachfront home and vanished. The
police believe he drowned, but Harper suspects
his disappearance may be more ominous than
that. Something doesn’t feel right about it. His
bandmates and actress girlfriend say he’s run
away before. They expect him to come home.
Until a body washes up with two bullet holes in
it. Now everyone in Rayne’s life is a suspect. As
Harper digs deeper into the case, though, the
threats against her own life return. The phone
call she received was very real. A killer from her
past is coming for her. Now she must solve two
murders, or end up dying on Revolver Road...
Leaving Time - Jodi Picoult 2014-10-14
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A deeply
moving, gripping, and intelligent page-turner
about a daughter’s search for her mother,
Leaving Time is Jodi Picoult at the height of her
powers. Throughout her blockbuster career, Jodi
Picoult has seamlessly blended nuanced
characters, riveting plots, and rich prose,
brilliantly creating stories that “not only provoke
the mind but touch the flawed souls in all of us”
(The Boston Globe). Now, in Leaving Time, she
has delivered a book unlike anything she’s
written before. For more than a decade, Jenna
Metcalf has never stopped thinking about her
mother, Alice, who mysteriously disappeared in
the wake of a tragic accident. Refusing to
believe she was abandoned, Jenna searches for
her mother regularly online and pores over the
pages of Alice’s old journals. A scientist who
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studied grief among elephants, Alice wrote
mostly of her research among the animals she
loved, yet Jenna hopes the entries will provide a
clue to her mother’s whereabouts. Desperate to
find the truth, Jenna enlists two unlikely allies in
her quest: Serenity Jones, a psychic who rose to
fame finding missing persons, only to later doubt
her gifts, and Virgil Stanhope, the jaded private
detective who’d originally investigated Alice’s
case along with the strange, possibly linked
death of one of her colleagues. As the three work
together to uncover what happened to Alice,
they realize that in asking hard questions, they’ll
have to face even harder answers. As Jenna’s
memories dovetail with the events in her
mother’s journals, the story races to a
mesmerizing finish. Praise for Leaving Time
“Piercing and uplifting . . . a smart, accessible
yarn with a suspenseful puzzle at its core.”—The
Boston Globe “Poignant . . . an entertaining tale
about parental love, friendship, loss.”—The
Washington Post “A riveting drama.”—Us
Weekly “[A] moving tale.”—People “A fast-paced,
surprise-ending mystery.”—USA Today “In
Jenna, [Jodi] Picoult has created an
unforgettable character who will easily endear
herself to each and every reader. . . . Leaving
Time may be her finest work yet.”—Bookreporter
“[A] captivating and emotional
story.”—BookPage
The Endurance - Caroline Alexander 2017-10
Drawing upon previously unavailable sources,
Caroline Alexander gives us a riveting account of
Shackleton's expedition one of history's greatest
epics of survival. And she presents the
astonishing work of Frank Hurley, the Australian
photographer whose visual record of the
adventure was never before published
comprehensively. Together, text and image recreate the terrible beauty of Antarctica, the
awful destruction of the ship, and the crew's
heroic daily struggle to stay alive, a miracle
achieved largely through Shackleton's inspiring
leadership. The survival of Hurley's remarkable
images is scarcely less miraculous: The original
glass plate negatives, from which most of the
book's illustrations are superbly reproduced,
were stored in hermetically sealed canisters that
survived months on the ice floes, a week in an
open boat on the polar seas, and several more
months buried in the snows of a rocky outcrop
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called Elephant Island. Finally, Hurley was
forced to abandon his professional equipment;
thereafter he captured some of the most
unforgettable images of the struggle with a
pocket camera and three rolls of Kodak film.
The Gift of Anger - Arun Gandhi 2017-04-25
The grandson of Mahatma Gandhi shares ten
vital and extraordinary life lessons imparted by
the iconic philosopher and peace advocate,
sharing Gandhi's particular insights into how
emotions like anger can be guiltless motivational
tools if properly used for good purposes.
Life Lessons From the Amazon - Pip Stewart
2021-09-09
This is the tale of an epic three-month adventure
through unexplored jungle terrain – and it might
even change your life Fuelled by a zest for life
and the desire to explore the world around her,
Pip Stewart took on a world-first challenge:
following Guyana’s Essequibo River from source
to sea. With the help of guides from the Waî Waî
indigenous community, Pip and her teammates
journeyed through the rainforest, facing peril
every day as they kayaked rapids, traversed
waterfalls and hacked their way through the
mountainous jungle of the Guiana Shield, before
finally reaching the Atlantic Ocean. Survival
skills and a flesh-eating parasite weren’t the only
things Pip took home from the rainforest. From
contending with snakes to learning about the
value of community, forgiveness and self-belief,
in Life Lessons from the Amazon Pip shares
many pearls of wisdom that we can all apply to
our own lives. Her hard-won insights invite us to
embrace the wildness within ourselves and live
more every day.
Abandoned Places - Richard Happer 2019-04-15
Ghost towns, empty streets, crumbling ruins and
lost empires this book reveals these and other
deserted places. Many places featured were
once populated and now sit unoccupied, modern
day ruins, sitting in decay.
The Child in You - Stefanie Stahl 2020-12-29
The breakthrough two-million-copy international
bestseller about how to befriend your inner child
to find happiness "Compassionate, clear-eyed,
and insightful . . . The Child in You is like your
own personal therapist that you can carry
around with you." --Lori Gottlieb, New York
Times bestselling author of Maybe You Should
Talk to Someone Nominated for Malcolm
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Gladwell, Susan Cain, Adam Grant, and Daniel
H. Pink’s Next Big Idea Club We all want to be
loved and to feel safe to express who we really
are. But over time we grow estranged from what
brings us our purest happiness--because
everyday traumas, unyielding societal
expectations, and the judgment of our parents
and peers submerge our true self beneath layers
of behaviors rooted in fear and shame and
mistrust. In The Child in You, psychologist
Stefanie Stahl guides you, step-by-step, through
her therapeutic method that has helped millions
to peel away these layers and reconnect with
their inner child--both the shadow child,
representing our deepest insecurities and the
part of our self-esteem that is injured and
unstable, and the sun child, representing our
greatest joys and the part of our self-esteem that
remains positive and intact. The many examples
and exercises in this book will help you discover
your shadow child and sun child, identify which
of the shadow child's dozen self-protection
strategies are at work in you, and put into
practice the array of proven self-reflection
strategies to overcome negative influences and
beliefs. Because it's never too late to have a
happy childhood, or to bring your authentic self
out from the shadows so you can embody your
radiant individuality. A PENGUIN LIFE TITLE
Along the Trenches - Navid Kermani 2019-11-11
Between Germany and Russia is a region strewn
with monuments to the horrors of war, genocide
and disaster – the bloodlands where the
murderous regimes of Hitler and Stalin
unleashed the violence that scarred the
twentieth century and shaped so much of the
world we know today. In September 2016 the
German-Iranian writer Navid Kermani set out to
discover this land and to travel along the
trenches that are now re-emerging in Europe,
from his home in Cologne through eastern
Germany to the Baltics, and from there south to
the Caucasus and to Isfahan in Iran, the home of
his parents. This beautifully written travel diary,
enlivened by conversations with the people
Kermani meets along the way, brings to life the
tragic history of these troubled lands and shows
how this history leaves its traces in the present.
It will be of great interest to anyone concerned
with current affairs and with the events that
have shaped, and continue to shape, the world in
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which we live today.
Where the Crawdads Sing (Movie Tie-In) - Delia
Owens 2022-06-28
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The #1 New
York Times bestselling worldwide sensation with
more than 15 million copies sold, “a painfully
beautiful first novel that is at once a murder
mystery, a coming-of-age narrative and a
celebration of nature” (The New York Times
Book Review). For years, rumors of the “Marsh
Girl” have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town
on the North Carolina coast. So in late 1969,
when handsome Chase Andrews is found dead,
the locals immediately suspect Kya Clark, the socalled Marsh Girl. But Kya is not what they say.
Sensitive and intelligent, she has survived for
years alone in the marsh that she calls home,
finding friends in the gulls and lessons in the
sand. Then the time comes when she yearns to
be touched and loved. When two young men
from town become intrigued by her wild beauty,
Kya opens herself to a new life—until the
unthinkable happens. Where the Crawdads Sing
is at once an exquisite ode to the natural world,
a heartbreaking coming-of-age story, and a
surprising tale of possible murder. Delia Owens
reminds us that we are forever shaped by the
children we once were, and that we are all
subject to the beautiful and violent secrets that
nature keeps.
Seven Deadly Sins - Corey Taylor 2012-07-03
Slipknot and Stone Sour frontman Corey Taylor's
New York Times bestselling treatise on sin and
the nature of it For the first time, Slipknot and
Stone Sour frontman Corey Taylor speaks
directly to his fans and shares his worldview
about life as a sinner. And Taylor knows how to
sin. As a small-town hero in the early '90s, he
threw himself into a hard-drinking, fierce-loving,
live-for-the-moment life; when his music
exploded, he found himself rich, wanted, and on
the road. But soon his extreme lifestyle led him
to question what it means to sin and whether it
could-or should-be cast in a different light. After
all, if sin makes us human how wrong can it
be?Now updated with a new Afterword by the
author, Seven Deadly Sins is a brutally honest
look "at a life that could have gone horribly
wrong at any turn," and the soul-searching and
self-discovery it took to set it right.
Dying: A Memoir - Cory Taylor 2017-08-01
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"Bracing and beautiful . . . Every human should
read it." —The New York Times A New York
Times Book Review Editors' Choice At the age of
sixty, Cory Taylor is dying of melanoma-related
brain cancer. Her illness is no longer treatable:
she now weighs less than her neighbor’s
retriever. As her body weakens, she describes
the experience—the vulnerability and strength,
the courage and humility, the anger and
acceptance—of knowing she will soon die.
Written in the space of a few weeks, in a
tremendous creative surge, this powerful and
beautiful memoir is a clear-eyed account of what
dying teaches: Taylor describes the tangle of her
feelings, remembers the lives and deaths of her
parents, and examines why she would like to be
able to choose the circumstances of her death.
Taylor’s last words offer a vocabulary for
readers to speak about the most difficult thing
any of us will face. And while Dying: A Memoir is
a deeply affecting meditation on death, it is also
a funny and wise tribute to life.
Greenfeast: Spring, Summer - Nigel Slater
2021-04-20
110 vegetarian spring and summer recipes that
provide nourishing and simple plant-based
suppers while paying homage to the warm
seasons—from the beloved author of Tender.
Greenfeast: Spring, Summer is an eclectic and
comprehensive collection of recipes, perfect for
people who want to eat less meat, but don’t want
to compromise on flavor and ease of cooking.
With Nigel Slater’s famous one-line recipe
introductions, the recipes are quick and easy
and inspire you to dip into your pantry for
ingredients. Inventive recipes showcase the
creative ingredients used such as Asparagus,
Broad Beans & Eggs; Ricotta, Orange Blossom &
Cherries; and Halloumi, Melon & Chile and
provide a plant-based guide for those who wish
to eat with the seasons.
A Piece of My Heart - Richard Ford 2012-06-04
Robard Hewes has driven across the country in
search of a woman named Buena who, twelve
years ago, infused him with a feeling that has
now turned into obsession. Sam Newel has
travelled from Chicago seeking the missing
piece of himself. They both find themselves on
an uncharted hunting island in the Mississippi
owned by an old man named Lamb. When these
men converge on this strange land, each
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discovers the thing he's looking for yet triggers a
conflagration of inevitable violence in this tense
and brutal yet moving tale.
I'm Off Then - Hape Kerkeling 2009-06-16
I'm Off Then has sold more than three million
copies in Germany and has been translated into
eleven languages. The number of pilgrims along
the Camino has increased by 20 percent since
the book was published. Hape Kerkeling's
spiritual journey has struck a chord. Overweight,
overworked, and disenchanted, Kerkeling was an
unlikely candidate to make the arduous
pilgrimage across the Pyrenees to the Spanish
shrine of St. James, a 1,200-year-old journey
undertaken by nearly 100,000 people every year.
But he decided to get off the couch and do it
anyway. Lonely and searching for meaning along
the way, he began the journal that turned into
this utterly frank, engaging book. Filled with
unforgettable characters, historic landscapes,
and Kerkeling's self-deprecating humor, I'm Off
Then is an inspiring travelogue, a publishing
phenomenon, and a spiritual journey unlike any
other.
South - Ernest Shackleton 2021-11-09
"South" by Ernest Shackleton. Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range
of titles that encompasses every genre. From
well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered
gems−of world literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices.
Our goal is to produce eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
Don't Let Me Go - Catherine Ryan Hyde
2011-09-29
Sometimes a child knows better... GRACE Tenyear-old Grace knows that her mum loves her,
but her mum loves drugs too. And there's only so
long Grace can fend off the 'woman from the
county' who is threatening to put her into care.
Her only hope is... BILLY Grown-man Billy Shine
hasn't been out of his apartment for years.
People scare him, and the outside world scares
him even more. Day in, day out, he lives a
perfectly orchestrated silent life within his four
walls. Until now. . . THE PLAN Grace bursts into
Billy's life with a loud voice and a brave plan to
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get her mum clean. And it won't be easy,
because they will have to confiscate the one
thing her mum holds most dear . . . they will
have to kidnap Grace.
The Timbuktu School for Nomads - Nicholas
Jubber 2016-11-15
The Sahara: a dream-like, far away landscape of
Lawrence of Arabia and Wilfred Thesiger, The
English Patient and Star Wars, and home to
nomadic communities whose ways of life stretch
back millennia. Today it's a teeth-janglingly
dangerous destination, where the threat of
jihadists lurks just over the horizon. Following in
the footsteps of 16th century traveller Leo
Africanus, Nicholas Jubber went on a turbulent
adventure to the forgotten places of North Africa
and the legendary Timbuktu. Once the seat of
African civilization and home to the richest man
who ever lived, this mythic city is now scarred
by terrorist occupation and is so remote its own
inhabitants hail you with the greeting, 'Welcome
to the middle of nowhere'. From the cattle
markets of the Atlas, across the Western Sahara
and up the Niger river, Nicholas joins the camps
of the Tuareg, Fulani, Berbers, and other
communities, to learn about their craft, their
values and their place in the world. The
Timbuktu School for Nomads is a unique look at
a resilient city and how the nomads pit ancient
ways of life against the challenges of the 21st
century.
My Beautiful Enemy - Cory Taylor 2013-04-24
Shortlisted for the Miles Franklin Literary
Award, 2014. A heartbreaking story of love and
loss set against the backdrop of a Japanese
internment camp in Victoria during WW2. Arthur
Wheeler is haunted by his infatuation with a
Japanese youth he encountered in the enemy
alien camp where he worked as a guard during
WW2. Abandoning his wife and baby son, Arthur
sets out on a doomed mission to rescue his lover
from forced deportation back to Japan, a country
in ruins. Thus begins the secret history of a
soldier at war with his own sexuality and
dangerously at odds with the racism that
underpins the crumbling British Empire. Four
decades later Arthur is still obsessed with the
traumatic events of his youth. He proposes a last
reunion with his lost lover, in the hope of laying
his ghosts to rest, but this mission too seems
doomed to failure. Like Merry Christmas Mr
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Lawrence and Snow Falling On Cedars, My
Beautiful Enemy explores questions of desire
and redemption against the background of a
savage racial war. In this context, Arthur's
private battles against his own nature, and
against the conventions of his time, can only end
in heartache. Cory Taylor is an award-winning
screenwriter who has also published short
fiction and children's books. Her first novel, Me
and Mr Booker, won the Commonwealth Writers
Prize (Pacific Region). She lives in Brisbane.
'Taylor has crafted her novel superbly. The pace
is measured, and the restraint, particularly in
the later stages of the book, lends My Beautiful
Enemy its emotional punch...A moving and
accomplished novel that explores fascinating
untold lives from our past.' Sydney Morning
Herald/Age/Canberra Times 'Black humour is
cunningly tangled with moments of sheer
emotional devastation; Taylor crafts sentences of
such sharpness and insight that I was forced to
pause at moments to bask in the prose. My
Beautiful Enemy is a heartfelt and beautifully
written novel about love and war for readers of
exquisitely crafted literary fiction.' Australian
Bookseller and Publisher 'An almost unbearably
beautiful story about longing and secret lives in
which grief and joy turn out to be much the
same thing.' Robert Dessaix 'Longing, desire,
fear, confusion and self-delusion are all
expressed with finesse and subtlety in a
distinctive, memorable voice and assured,
elegant prose.' Caroline Baum, Booktopia 'This is
a beautifully told story of love, longing and the
war within.' The Hoopla ‘Reminiscent of a Kazuo
Ishiguro novel...a love story that is tender and
original.' Readings Monthly
Travels with My Donkey - Tim Moore
2014-05-06
"'A donkey?' blurted my family as one. For a
moment it didn't seem they'd ever be able to list
all the reasons that made this so entertainingly
ludicrous. . . .Yes, I'd never ridden a donkey on a
beach or petted one at a city farm, never even
pinned a cardboard tail to one's throat after the
cake and ice cream....A donkey would be my
hairy-coated hair shirt, making my pilgrimage to
Santiago de Compostela a truer test of the will, a
trial." With these words, having no knowledge of
Spanish and even less about the care and
feeding of donkeys, Tim Moore, Britain's
der-salzpfad-spiegel-bestseller-dumont-welt-mensc

indefatigable traveling Everyman, sets out on a
pilgrimage to the cathedral at Santiago de
Compostela with a donkey named Shinto as his
companion. Armed only with the Codex
Calixtinus, a twelfth-century handbook to the
route, and expert advice on donkey management
from Robert Louis Stevenson, Moore and his
four-legged companion travel the ancient fivehundred-mile route from St. Jean Pied-de-Port,
on the French side of the Pyrenees, to the
cathedral at Santiago de Compostela, which
houses the remains of Spain's patron saint, St.
James. Over sun-scorched highways, precipitous
bridges, dirt paths shaded by leafy trees, and
vineyards occasionally lashed by downpours,
Moore and Shinto pass through some of the
oldest towns and cities in northern Spain in
colorful company, both past and present.
Pilgrims real and imagined have traveled this
route throughout the ages, a diverse cast of
wayfarers spanning Charlemagne, St. Francis of
Assisi, Chaucer's Wife of Bath, and New Age
diva, Shirley MacLaine. Moore's present-day
companions are no less florid or poignant.
Clearly more interested in Shinto than in Moore,
their fellow walkers are an assortment of devout
Christian pilgrims, New Age spirituality seekers,
travelers grieving over a lost love affair, Baby
Boomers contemplating the advent of middle
age, and John Q. Public just out for a cheap,
boozy sun-drenched outdoor holiday. As Moore
pushes, pulls, wheedles, cajoles, and threatens
Shinto across Spain toward the crypt of St.
James in a quest to find the spiritual pilgrim
within, the duo overnights in the bedrooms,
dormitories, and---for Shinto---adjacent grassy
fields of northern Spain's hostels, inns, convents,
seminaries, and farmhouses. Shinto, a donkey
with a finely honed talent for relieving himself at
the most inopportune moments, has better luck
in the search for his next meal than Moore does
in finding his inner St. Francis. Undaunted,
however, Man and Beast finally arrive at the
cathedral and a successful end to their journey.
For readers who delighted in his earlier books,
Travels with My Donkey is the next hilarious
chapter in the travels of Tim Moore, a book that
keeps the bones of St. James rattling till this day.
Two Gentlemen on the Beach - Michael
Köhlmeier 2016-11-15
On the face of it, Winston Churchill and Charlie
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Chaplin—two icons of the twentieth
century—couldn’t be more different. One is the
grand statesman whose resolve led a nation in
the struggle against Nazi Germany, the other the
world-famous actor and comedian behind The
Great Dictator, whose owns roots were in
poverty and hardship. But in this moving novel,
they are bound by a dark secret: both suffer
from depression. When a chance encounter
reveals what they share, an unusual and unlikely
friendship ensues. A series of therapeutic
meetings across the world, in Germany,
England, and America, sees each become the
other’s confidant as they talk of their “black dog
days.” With the eye of a masterfully subtle
narrator, Michael Köhlmeier imagines a startling
friendship of unique understanding between this
extraordinary pair: a friendship of the twentieth
century between art and politics, humor and
seriousness, but which at heart remains an
understanding between two men—the poor
tramp and the grand statesman—who bring
together the history of the century.
What Every BODY is Saying - Joe Navarro
2009-10-13
Joe Navarro, a former FBI counterintelligence
officer and a recognized expert on nonverbal
behavior, explains how to "speed-read" people:
decode sentiments and behaviors, avoid hidden
pitfalls, and look for deceptive behaviors. You'll
also learn how your body language can influence
what your boss, family, friends, and strangers
think of you. Read this book and send your
nonverbal intelligence soaring. You will discover:
The ancient survival instincts that drive body
language Why the face is the least likely place to
gauge a person's true feelings What thumbs,
feet, and eyelids reveal about moods and
motives The most powerful behaviors that reveal
our confidence and true sentiments Simple
nonverbals that instantly establish trust Simple
nonverbals that instantly communicate authority
Filled with examples from Navarro's professional
experience, this definitive book offers a powerful
new way to navigate your world.
Who Am I? - Richard David Precht 2011-08-23
#1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER
TRANSLATED INTO 23 LANGUAGES, WITH
MORE THAN ONE MILLION COPIES SOLD
What is truth? What is love? Does life have
meaning? Bestselling author Richard David
der-salzpfad-spiegel-bestseller-dumont-welt-mensc

Precht, “the Mick Jagger of the nonfiction book”
(Tagesanzeiger Zürich), has traveled the globe
searching for answers—and his odyssey has
become one of the most talked-about books
around the world. Combining classic philosophy
and cutting-edge neuroscience, Precht guides
readers through the thickest jungles of academic
discourse with the greatest of ease, taking on
subjects as challenging and divisive as abortion,
cloning, the eating of animals, euthanasia, the
ethics of reproductive science, and the very
future of humanity. Who knows? By the end of
this wildly entertaining journey, you just might
be able to answer, Who Am I?
The Honey Bus - Meredith May 2019-04-02
An extraordinary story of a girl, her grandfather
and one of nature’s most mysterious and
beguiling creatures: the honeybee. Meredith
May recalls the first time a honeybee crawled on
her arm. She was five years old, her parents had
recently split and suddenly she found herself in
the care of her grandfather, an eccentric
beekeeper who made honey in a rusty old
military bus in the yard. That first close
encounter was at once terrifying and
exhilarating for May, and in that moment she
discovered that everything she needed to know
about life and family was right before her eyes,
in the secret world of bees. May turned to her
grandfather and the art of beekeeping as an
escape from her troubled reality. Her mother
had receded into a volatile cycle of neurosis and
despair and spent most days locked away in the
bedroom. It was during this pivotal time in May’s
childhood that she learned to take care of
herself, forged an unbreakable bond with her
grandfather and opened her eyes to the magic
and wisdom of nature. The bees became a
guiding force in May’s life, teaching her about
family and community, loyalty and survival and
the unequivocal relationship between a mother
and her child. Part memoir, part beekeeping
odyssey, The Honey Bus is an unforgettable
story about finding home in the most unusual of
places, and how a tiny, little-understood insect
could save a life.
The Salt Path - Raynor Winn 2018-03-22
Bring nature into your home with the inspiring
true story of hope and the healing powers of the
natural world, in one of the most talked about
books of the decade FROM THE MILLION-COPY
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BESTSELLING AUTHOR 'This is what you need
right now to muster hope and resilience . . . a
beautiful story and a reminder that humans can
endure adversity' Stylist 'A beautiful book, it
really lives up to the hype . . . an enjoyable,
gentle yet moving read' Pandora Sykes on The
High Low _________ Just days after Raynor learns
that Moth, her husband of 32 years, is terminally
ill, their home is taken away and they lose their
livelihood. With nothing left and little time, they
make the brave and impulsive decision to walk
the 630 miles of the sea-swept South West Coast
Path, from Somerset to Dorset, via Devon and
Cornwall. Carrying only the essentials for
survival on their backs, they live wild in the
ancient, weathered landscape of cliffs, sea and
sky. Yet through every step, every encounter and
every test along the way, their walk becomes a
remarkable journey. The Salt Path is an honest
and life-affirming true story of coming to terms
with grief and the healing power of the natural
world. Ultimately, it is a portrayal of home, and
how it can be lost, rebuilt and rediscovered in
the most unexpected ways. _________ THE
SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER, WINNER OF
THE ROYAL SOCIETY LITERATURE
CHRISTOPHER BLAND PRIZE & SHORTLISTED
FOR THE 2018 COSTA BIOGRAPHY AWARD &
WAINWRIGHT GOLDEN BEER BOOK PRIZE
2018 GUARDIAN BEST BOOKS OF SUMMER 'A
beautiful, thoughtful, lyrical story of
homelessness, human strength and endurance'
Guardian 'Mesmerising. It is one of the most
uplifting, inspiring books that I've ever read' i
'The most inspirational book of this year' The
Times
Sal - Mick Kitson 2018-03-01
'Just *wonderful*. A breath of fresh air in a book.
Sal is a story with incredible heart, told so
beautifully and with such clarity and grace I can
hardly believe it's a debut! I loved it' JOANNA
CANNON, author of THE TROUBLE WITH
GOATS AND SHEEP AN OBSERVER 'NEW FACE
OF FICTION 2018' This is a story of something
like survival. Sal planned it for almost a year
before they ran. She nicked an Ordnance Survey
map from the school library. She bought a
compass, a Bear Grylls knife, waterproofs and a
first aid kit from Amazon using stolen credit
cards. She read the SAS Survival Handbook and
watched loads of YouTube videos. And now Sal

knows a lot of stuff. Like how to build a shelter
and start a fire. How to estimate distances,
snare rabbits and shoot an airgun. And how to
protect her sister, Peppa. Because Peppa is ten,
which is how old Sal was when Robert started on
her. Told in Sal's distinctive voice, and filled with
the silent, dizzying beauty of rural Scotland, Sal
is a disturbing, uplifting story of survival, of the
kindness of strangers, and the irrepressible
power of sisterly love; a love that can lead us to
do extraordinary and unimaginable things.
Helene Schjerfbeck - 2018-10-24
Though little known outside her native country,
Helene Schjerfbeck (1862-1946) is one of
Finland's best-loved artists. Her career, which
stretched from the late 1870s to the end of the
Second World War, encompassed both
Impressionism and Modernism. This book
records an exhibition that marks the first time
her works have been seen in the UK since she
exhibited in London herself in 1890. It presents
the full range of her exceptional paintings and
drawings, with 70 works in all genres, including
portrait, landscape and still-life. Schjerfbeck's
technique, her social and cultural context and
her legacy are all examined in depth by the
authors. Her influence on such artists as Francis
Bacon, Lucian Freud and Frank Auerbach is
considered, while a series of self-portraits
reveals the artist from youth to old age. The
book also explores the role of the masquerade in
Schjerfbeck's work, and the impact of old-master
paintings on her practice. AUTHORS: AnnaMaria von Bonsdorff is chief curator at the
Ateneum Art Museum / Finnish National Gallery,
Helsinki. The art historian Jeremy Lewison was
formerly Director of Collections at Tate. Susanna
Petterson is Director of the Ateneum Art
Museum / Finnish National Gallery, Helsinki.
SELLING POINT: * A new study examining the
life and work of Helene Schjerfbeck, the Finnish
painter who influenced Bacon, Freud and
Auerbach 120 colour images
Erebus - Michael Palin 2018-09-25
Driven by a passion for travel and history and a
love of ships and the sea, former Monty Python
stalwart and beloved television globe-trotter
Michael Palin explores the world of HMS
Erebus, last seen on an ill-fated voyage to chart
the Northwest Passage. Michael Palin brings the
fascinating story of the Erebus and its occupants
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to life, from its construction as a bomb vessel in
1826 through the flagship years of James Clark
Ross’s Antarctic expedition and finally to Sir
John Franklin’s quest for the holy grail of
navigation—a route through the Northwest
Passage, where the ship disappeared into the
depths of the sea for more than 150 years. It was
rediscovered under the arctic waters in 2014.
Palin travels across the world—from Tasmania to
the Falkland Islands and the Canadian Arctic—to
offer a firsthand account of the terrain and
conditions that would have confronted the
Erebus and her doomed final crew. Delving into
the research, he describes the intertwined
careers of the two men who shared the ship’s
journeys: Ross, the organizational genius who
mapped much of the Antarctic coastline and
oversaw some of the earliest scientific
experiments to be conducted there; and
Franklin, who, at the age of sixty and after a
checkered career, commanded the ship on its
last disastrous venture. Expertly researched and

der-salzpfad-spiegel-bestseller-dumont-welt-mensc

illustrated with maps, photographs, paintings,
and engravings, Erebus is an evocative account
of two journeys: one successful and forgotten,
the other tragic yet unforgettable.
The Salt Path - Raynor Winn 2020
Just days after Raynor learns that Moth, her
husband of 32 years, is terminally ill, their home
is taken away and they lose their livelihood. With
nothing left and little time, they make the brave
and impulsive decision to walk the 630 miles of
the sea-swept South West Coast Path. Carrying
only the essentials for survival on their backs,
they live wild in the ancient, weathered
landscape of cliffs, sea and sky. Yet through
every step, every encounter and every test along
the way, their walk becomes a remarkable
journey. THE SALT PATH is an honest and lifeaffirming true story of coming to terms with
grief and the healing power of the natural world.
Ultimately, it is a portrayal of home, and how it
can be lost, rebuilt and rediscovered in the most
unexpected ways.
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